
  

Two means to provide the registration to the organizer :

1) The simplest, by Engage Sport.. and paiement by Credit card
The process is globaly :
1.1) Creat the passager account
1.2) Creat the pilot account
1.3) Then make your registration for the race and pay it 

The detailed process is in the next slides, very detailed for beginers but intuitive for others

2) The archaic and expensive one, by paper + bank transfer

CAMATHIAS CUP / BOL D'OR CLASSIC
Magny Cours (France) 12th, 13th & 14th Sept.



  

Go to the Camathias screen : in Google ''FFM Engage Sport'', ''Compétition régionales''
In the cell ''Region'' :  ''ligue Ile de France'' & in the cell ''Discipline'' : ''Vitesse circuit'', click on ''Camathias Cup''
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1.1) Creat the passager account 2/3
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Your ID
Your Password
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Fill your ID
Fill your Password

E-mail

Complete the fields 

Close the application before to look at your e-mail

Click on the blue 
line, it opens the 
next sheet



  

1.1) Creat the passager account 3/3
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Next fields for french statistic, go directly to the end of the sheet

The normal process is solo dedicated, for 
sidecar registration, it is easier to log out and to 
relog.            Then do :''login'' (Id & PWord)

By this means you active the navigation
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Your european licence Nbr

The passager account is created

Profile is already complete

15 a LJA for one event 
licence, click and follow the 
advices

If no FFM licence
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15 b FIM for 
european licence
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1.2) Creat the pilote account 1/2

Creat the pilote account as the passager account (step 1 to 16)

Now we have to add the sidecar and creat the crew 

Add the sidecar … the precision in the ''Model'' cell will allow to give the correct information to the speaker

Frame, rear wheel size, motor model
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Only numbers



  

20
Create a new team
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Again Yes...22

23
Find the passager by some 
letter of his name
Click on the good person
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Choose the pilot vehicule 
and the two licences

1.2) Creat the pilote account 2/2 : creat the crew

The Pilot & Passager accounts are created, 
for this year but for the next years too...
For Camathias or other races



  

1.3) Make your registration for the race and pay it 

Come back to ''welcome''26
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League Ile de France
Circuit speed
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Subscribe to this event
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Listing type = Crew (2)
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Click to validate the crew
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Choose the race Nbr & Register



  

The last steps use standard payement sceens...

Thanks for this effort... normally after this boring task it let only the race pleasure

Welcome to Magny Cours


